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PRELUDE: KISMET 

"If anything should happen to me, please destroy the contents of this box. Thanks for 

everything, Ruthetta. "1 

I read the careful, cursive instructions on the outside of a cardboard box, bound 

with yellowed string. My conscience wrestled with my curiosity, and impulsively I pulled 

the string. The box was like a casket containing envelope upon envelope of dead love 

letters from the 1930s·through 1940s. 
I 

The acquisition of the antiquated letters happened when I helped my neighbor 

Ruthetta Krause pack, clean, save and discard the contents of her apartment, which time 

seemed incapable of penetrating or changing. Admittedly, the box belonged in the alley 

• dumpster, but the unknown contents of the box intrigued me . 

I read all the letters, one in which her paramour proclaimed, "No, darling, I am 

not just practicing writing love letters to you- but- they will probably be better than the 

sweet nothings I will whisper in your ear because I get tongue tied around girls ... I tell 

you simply that I love you, dream of you, want you and send you a million kisses, a 

billion hugs and all my love. "2 I realized his letters were indeed "practice" as he wrote, 

"However, I still feel that there is no possibility for us to consider matrimony in the near 

future. I do care for you- I do love you- and I am concerned about your welfare and 

problems -but honey I don't want to get married] "3 

I knew then an unloving man, an unstable mother, and an elderly father tethered 

Miss Krause's life to spinsterhood. I kept them as a reference to her existence 
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because she had no family, rather than as a form of prying, and was unaware the box 

would eventually inspire my graduate work in fine art photography. 

ACT 1: FILM STRIPS 

I never intended to use the letters, but after almost 

a year of a friend pestering me to "do something with 

them" photographically, not to mention a deadline for a 

photography critique, I rang a friend at 1 a.m. and asked 

her to bring vintage dresses and a pocketbook. 

Upon her arrival, I thought loosely about what to 

do. I attached my flash to a tripod to create shadows and 

shot only horizontally. I instructed her to change clothes, 

have the letters peek from her pocketbook, clutch the 

letters to her bosom, read them while lying in bed, look 

at them scattered on the hardwood floor and drop the 

letters in the stairwell. The shoot seemed as spontaneous 

as my decision to keep the love letters. That early 

September morning The Letters (Figure 1 ), my first 

series in The Film Strips formed. 

The Film Strips comprised as many as seven and 

as few as three 8"x12" horizontal photographs in a 

The Letters, Figure 1 
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vertical mat, hence my reference to «strips" as my objective was to construct a loose 

narrative that appeared to have been spliced from a movie. 

The lighting possessed a film noir quality from cinema, which heightened drama 

within the composition. Further, the lighting aided visual movement from one photograph 

to the next image, normally the use of light and shadow or positive and negative space 

created a zigzag pattern when examined as a whole. 

I never fully revealed the identity of my friends or family members who posed in 

the photographs. The fragmented face and body reflected a fractured psyche. It served to 

create mystery and interest- the viewer conceivably could project himself or herself into 

the character, instead of merely participating in a voyeuristic capacity, and this option at 

its most basic level provided commercial appeal due to the ambiguity of who played a 

role in the photographs - either the viewer as voyeur or the viewer as the character. 

The Film Strips' have recurring themes of claustrophobia, isolation and 

reclusiveness because I photographed them exclusively indoors due to the film noir style 

of lighting I employed. 

The Fihn Strips probed pathos and how characters occupied their time with 

loneliness and isolation in self-imposed exile or psychotic breaks from reality. I consider 

The Film Strips to be an exploration of psychodrama as defined by Webster's New 

Collegiate Dictionmy, "an extemporized dramatization designed to afford catharsis and 

social relearning for one or more participants from whose life history the plot is 

abstracted. ,,4 
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ACT2: STORYBOARDS 

A new camera caused my work to shift from the black and white images of the 

vertical Film Strips to color, horizontal "storyboards" where I integrated both horizontal 

and vertical images or panels on one large "storyboard" (most are forty-two inches in 

length), which are, as an admitted former comic book nerd, reminiscent of a comic book 

layout, hence my use of the word panels. The work became more complex as the scale of 

each panel, ranging in size from 4"x6" to 8"xl2", establishing a visual flow in the 

sequence of the storyboard became more challenging, for example having two 5"x7.5" 

horizontal panels positioned beside an 8"x12" vertical panel. Additionally, larger panels 

in comic books are normally more visually striking, but it remained important for each 

image to be strong enough to be viewed individually if removed from the narrative; I still 

disliked the idea of using a filler image despite or because the sum of its parts created the 

whole. 

For movement from one panel to the next, I relied heavily on character position. 

In this sense, the Storyboards are more of a melodrama, which Webster's New Collegiate 

Dictionary defines as "a work characterized by extravagant theatricality and by the 

predominance of plot and physical action over characterization. "4 Prior to photographing, 

the plot of the narrative solidified in my head as inclement weather such as cold or heat 

worked against my usual improvised approach. 

The use of color necessitated the need to work more meticulously. Obviously, 

clothing now matched because mismatched items no longer hide behind the absence of 

color. I decided a restrained or limited color palette distracted the viewer less when 
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viewing multiple images on a single, horizontal plane. The less intense color palette 

further reminded me of old comic books, where an inker hand colored the images as 

opposed to the computer generated color in most oftoday's mainstream comic books, and 

old films before the rampant onset ofre-mastering. 

Aside from color and the design format, another huge distinction between The 

Film Strips and the Storyboards was location. I shot outdoors, which proved impossible 

previously due to the film noir style of lighting in The Film Strips. While the option of 

shooting outdoors provided endless location variety, I quickly realized the importance of 

the setting since too much diversity in color or extraneous, background information 

distracted the central theme and the narrative in the Storyboards. 

NARRATIVES 

"To photograph reality is to photograph nothing. " -Duane Michals. 5 

I recall photographing a friend, without her protest, as she cried after an argument 

with her boyfriend simply because the lighting was so beautiful. I wondered at the time 

how genuine her emotions were or if she merely perfonned for my camera in an alternate 

reality. How many real tears slid down her cheeks and how many fell for her act? 

The use of a narrative as a fabrication in The Film Strips and later the Storyboards 

was intuitively organic, but why was the use of narratives important to me? I identified 

with the answer Kathleen A Edwards provided in Acting Out: Invented Melodrama in 

Contemp.orary Photography as she explained, "human beings have a deeply rooted need 

to create and identify with narratives, an instinct linked with the tendency we have to see 

our lives as a story."6 Many times I have heard people say, "that should be in a movie," 
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which reinforces Edwards' belief that people innately see narratives in personal 

experiences of an individual. 

According to Screenwriting by Ray Frensham, only eight basic stories exist. Of 

the archetypes, my work most closely related to Achilles or "the fatal flaw that leads to 

the destruction of the previously flawless individual," Faust defined as "the inescapability 

of Fate" and Orpheus described as "the gift taken away, the loss of something personal. 

Either about the tragedy of the loss itself or the search which follows the loss."7 

Additionally, some narratives investigated the daydreams of the characters. I 

accomplished this by photographing the first and last images of the series relatively 

similarly while the images between the first and final image replicate fantastical events 

• sometimes whimsical, while others mirrored the macabre such as La Femme Mise en 

Cage (Figure 2). 

~:!w ·~ - .~ .. 
,.,,, 

La Femme Mise en Cage, Figure 2. 

I refuted speculation from some classmates that my narratives somehow 

expressed personal internal struggles, except Lost at Shore (Figure 3), which I 

photographed when visited my cousin before he died, and it resonated on a personal 

• level. To me, Lost at Shore revealed coping with confusion, impending loss and a 
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precarious future. Being set at the ocean conveyed the expanse of life. The use of old 

seaside postcards showed a longing for a happier time, and the final image of my sister 

silhouetted against the setting sun represented death and the continuance of life as she 

walked away into the unknown of the final frame. 

Lost at Shore, Figure 3. 

I analyzed photographs later, and normally found a meaning or connection -

• either to the character or the scenario much like Baggage (Figure 4) where the character 

carried a suitcase until the final frame and upon opening it, realized no contents weighed 

down the suitcase, which I related to how some people carry emotional baggage only to 

eventually understand how empty and meaningless it is. 

Baggage, Figure 4 . 
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CHARACTERS 

"Sometimes just a wig, an item of clothing or a prop can trigger the character. " - Cindy 

Sherman. 8 

Not unlike Sherman, my characters sprang to life through clothing, props and 

occasionally wigs. Since women easily comprise the bulk of my friendships, I invented 

mostly female characters with the exception of five pieces. Also, the female roles in 

cinema traditionally seemed more varied, either outwardly emotional or through grander 

gestures to depict their emotions, while male roles seemed more apt to mask their internal 

machinations outwardly and rely on their actions within the plot, thus perpetuating the 

societal stereotype of the "strong silent type." 

When I moved from The Film Strips to the Storyboards, I purchased more blonde 

wigs. During this time, I incorporated an Alfred Hitchcock staple: the icy blonde. 9 Wigs 

also concealed modem hairstyles, further hid the identities of my models and helped to 

complete the character. 

I graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology and utilized my interest in abnormal 

psychology when creating characters. I thought of certain disorders such as antisocial, 

sociopathic, borderline, or mania. For example, the character inAzo Orange in Blue 

(Figure 5) scrawled drawings on a blank wall, which I construed as a creative manic high, 

only for the character to experience collapse thanks to the crash of the mania in the last 

nnage . 
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Azo Orange in Blue, Figure 5. 

CLOTIDNG 

"L" h. . b · · " A A' T b 10 r as ton TS a out. .. commumcatton. - 1v1arc Jaco s. 

The clothing enhanced the narrative and constructed the character on a variety of 

levels. The clothing communicated social status of a character, and the color and design 

of the clothing complimented the setting, for example the blue, flowing gown against the 

• ocean in Lost at Shore or suggested being a villainess as the black coat trimmed in mink, 

rigid, black dress and hat in Milk-less (Figure 6). 

Milk-less, Figure 6. 

The clothes I excavated from either my grandparents' closets and basement, my 

parents' home or antique stores range from vintage housedresses to prom dresses to 

family heirlooms, such as my great-grandmother' s wedding dress. As mentioned, female 

characters dominated the roles in my photographs, and styling the women in these items 

• presented a striking contrast to modem dress, and further established that the characters 
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live in a dislocated state of reality. Frequent female accoutrements consisted of high-heel 

shoes; mock seamed stockings, garter belts, hats, and decorative pins. 

A true fashionista grasps male fashion from particular eras; therefore, it appeared 

easy to take liberties when dressing males in 1950s - 1960s styles, as only someone with 

expertise discerns collar, lapel or tie widths from specific fashion trends. I dressed the 

male characters in crisp white shirts, dark suits and embellished them with authenticity by 

using solid ties and fedoras from my grandfather's closet, or the men put on classic cut 

dark jeans and white undershirts. 

Children wore pieces in shades of white to imply innocence. The flower girl dress 

from my sister' s wedding is a simple off-white color with a sash, and the ring bearer's 

outfit is a tuxedo paired with tuxedo shorts of the same color, I utilized both to an eerie 

effect when my cousins squeezed into them two years after the wedding in a dilapidated 

building. A tattered, ill-fitting petticoat from an antique store was featured in yet another 

series, Nobody 's Home (Figure 7). I normally described the children as aborted characters 

from a novel written by V. C. Andrews. 

Nobody 's Home, Figure 7 . 
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Occasionally, I sprinkled an occasional homage to other artists' previously 

conceived characters. For example, one of my characters donned a hunting cap as a nod 

to Holden Caulfield in J.D. Salinger's A Catcher in the Rye or my sister, although in her 

20s, slipped into my aunt's eighth grade graduation dress, which reminded me of a 

garment in Miss Baby Jane Hudson's wardrobe from the movie, Whatever Happened to 

Baby Jane? 

PROPS 

Props determined the narrative. When I discovered an object or a prop either in 

my grandparents' house or an antique store, I visualized the story in my head. 

In both The Film Strips and the Storyboards, one specific prop connected each image to 

the next and propelled the narrative. Recurrent themes in props included forms of 

communication such as letters, rotary telephones, newspapers, typewriters and postcards. 

My parents' childhood toys such as dolls, games and models played a frequent role in 

The Film Strips. 

BACKGROUNDflNFLUENCES 

In the 1990s, I truly studied pop culture in magazines such as Details, Interview 

and Spin. I noticed the striking images by David LaChappelle, Ellen VonUnwerth, 

Michael Lavine, and countless other photographers. At this time, I saw their different 

styles, aesthetics, and techniques in photographs, which captured my imagination within 

the slick pages of magazines. 

My father purchased a Pentax SLR, my frrst "real camera," as a gift for me. 

Rather than emolling in a photography course as an elective, I taught myselfby 
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photographing daily life and friends. As my interest 

dwindled in what I considered mundane, I began to 

photograph friends in controlled situations using lamps 

without lampshades to create light and shadow, selecting 

clothing from their closets or we reconstructed clothing 

for photographs (Figure 8). 

Hoisington 12 

Untitled, Figure 8. 

The lyrics, music and recurring themes of imagery by recording artists Tori 

Amos, PJ Harvey and her music video collaborations with Maria Mochnacz, and 

Courtney Love offer both conscious and subconscious inspirations. 

I devoured movies and television series by certain writers or directors like Alan 

Ball, David Lynch, and Alfred Hitchcock. 

I discovered Cindy Sherman through the character of Claire Fisher on Six Feet 

Under. Sherman's The Complete Untitled Film Stills ignited a feeling of kinship as her 

seminal work reminded me in a way of my initial photographic collaborations with 

friends due to Sherman's rawness and rudimentary, yet stylized technique. 

I observe: movies, television, people, and things. I watch the movies in my head. 

EPILOGUE: A CONTINUATION 

Upon watching Revolutionary Road directed by Sam Mendes in 2008, Tom 

Ford's 2009 film A Single Man, and the Matthew Weiner created serial drama Mad Men 

on AMC, my interest increases to devise complex male characters in future works, which 

I have begun . 
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Through personal correspondence, a friend and fellow photographer, who sees 

recent images involving male characters, writes that the study of male definitions in my 

photos offers "a whole new dynamic"11 to my work. I agree and presently pursue this 

development for upcoming exhibits where my work will be featured as a continuation of 

my previous work. 
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